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ABSTRACT: Tryptophan synthase (TRPS), with linearly arrayed subunitsRââR, catalyzes the last two
reactions in the biosynthesis ofL-tryptophan. The two reactions take place in the respectiveR- and
â-subunits of the enzyme, and the intermediate product, indole, is transferred from theR- to theâ-site
through a 25 Å long hydrophobic tunnel. The occurrence of a unique ligand-mediated long-range
cooperativity for substrate channeling, and a quest to understand the mechanism of allosteric control and
coordination in metabolic cycles, have motivated many experimental studies on the structure and catalytic
activity of the TRPSR2â2 complex and its mutants. The dynamics of these complexes are analyzed here
using a simple but rigorous theoretical approach, the Gaussian network model. Both wild-type and mutant
structures, in the unliganded and various liganded forms, are considered. The substrate binding site in the
â-subunit is found to be closely coupled to a group of hinge residues (â77-â89 andâ376-â379) near
theâ-â interface. These residues simultaneously control the anticorrelated motion of the twoâ-subunits,
and the opening or closing of the hydrophobic tunnel. The latter process is achieved by the large amplitude
fluctuations of the so-called COMM domain in the same subunit. Intersubunit communications are
strengthened in the presence of external aldimines bound to theâ-site. The motions of the COMM core
residues are coordinated with those of theR-â hinge residuesâ174-â179 on the interfacial helixâH6
at the entrance of the hydrophobic tunnel. And the motions ofâH6 are coupled, via helixâH1 andRL6,
to those of the loopRL2 that includes theR-subunit catalytically active residue Asp60. Overall, our analysis
sheds light on the molecular machinery underlying subunit communication, and identifies the residues
playing a key role in the cooperative transmission of conformational motions across the two reaction
sites.

The tryptophan synthase (TRPS)1 R2â2 complex is a
bifunctional enzyme that catalyzes the last two reactions in
the biosynthesis ofL-tryptophan (L-Trp). The bacterial
enzyme structure consists of twoR- and two â-subunits
arranged in an extendedRââR order (Figure 1a,b). TheR-
and â-subunits contain the respective sites for theR- and
â-reactions producingL-Trp: the cleavage of indole 3-glyc-
erol phosphate (IGP) to release indole and glyceraldehyde
3-phosphate (G3P) (R-reaction) and the conversion of indole
to L-Trp via a condensation reaction withL-serine (â-
reaction). The latter is mediated by the cofactor pyridoxal
5′-phosphate (PLP), which forms withL-Ser a quasi-stable
R-aminoacrylate intermediate, E(A-A), highly reactive
toward indole. TheRâ-reaction resulting from the combina-
tion of

presents a typical example of long-range allosteric effect in
that the two reactions, occurring at two topologically distinct

and distant sites, are highly coordinated through a PLP-
dependent activation-deactivation mechanism, and the
metabolite, indole, is transferred from the active site in the
R-subunit to the other in theâ-subunit, through a 25 Å long
hydrophobic tunnel (Figure 1c,d).

In view of the occurrence of a unique ligand-mediated
long-range cooperativity for substrate channeling between
two distant reaction sites, and the more general interest of
gaining an understanding of the mechanism of allosteric
control and coordination in metabolic cycles, the structure
and catalytic activity of the bacterial TRPSR2â2 complex
(EC 4.2.1.20) and its mutants have been extensively studied.
Various methods have been used to this aim, including X-ray
crystallography (1-7), site-directed mutagenesis (8-12), and
kinetic analyses (10, 11, 13-17). For knowledgeable,
informed descriptions of previous work, see the reviews of
Miles and collaborators (3, 18-20), and Dunn and co-
workers (21).

Crystallographic data provide information about the static
characteristics, or equilibrium properties, in general. Yet,
indirect information about the conformational flexibility of
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the TRPS complex could be approached from X-ray studies
by examining the changes in residue coordinates in the
presence of different substrates or cations (4, 5). Certain
residues in theâ-subunit were found for example to be
displaced as much as 5 Å in liganded mutants (âK87T),
compared to their positions in the unliganded wild-type
structure (5). Another dynamic feature emerging from both
the X-ray crystallographic and other kinetic studies is the
high mobility of certain loops (RL2 and RL6) in the
R-subunit, whose conformational motions might be directly
relevant to intersubunit communication. Overall, these studies
contributed to an assessment of the role of the hydrophobic
tunnel in directing the diffusion of indole between theR-
andâ-reaction sites and conveying the allosteric signals that
synchronize the two reactions. These signals are proposed
to trigger a conformational change from an open (low
activity) to a closed (high activity) state upon formation of
the E(A-A) intermediate, which prevents the escape of
indole (7, 21).

As pointed out in a recent review by Dunn and collabora-
tors, “for efficient substrate channeling, a rather stringent
set of physical and dynamic constraints must be met”, and
“the architecture of the multienzyme complex must provide
a physical structure with dynamic properties that constrain
the degrees of freedom of the metabolite” (21). A direct

analysis of the dynamic characteristics of TRPSR2â2

complexes (Table 1) is undertaken in this study for elucidat-
ing details of the molecular machinery which controls the
coupling between the different subunits. Both wild-type and
mutant structures, in the unliganded and in various liganded
forms, will be considered.

Our theoretical approach, the so-called Gaussian network
model (GNM) of proteins, uses known crystal coordinates,
or more exactly the known topology of protein-protein or
protein-ligand contacts at the level of individual residues,
to determine the dominant modes of motions for the

FIGURE 1: Schematic representations of the overall fold of the TRPSR2â2 tetramer and ribbon diagrams of theRâ dimeric part with the
bound ligands. Panels a and b depict the tetramer from two different viewpoints. TheR-subunits are blue and white, and theâ-subunits are
yellow and magenta. The tunnel for indole channeling can be distinguished between the N- and C-terminal domains ofâ-subunits (a). Panel
c is the ribbon diagram of the dimeric portionRâ based on a mutantRD60N (PDB file 1a5b; see Table 1), having theR-reaction substrate
IGP (red) bound to the active site of theR-subunit (yellow), and theâ-reaction cofactor PLP (red) covalently bonded to theâ-subunit
(blue). An alternative ribbon diagram of the dimer is shown in panel d, based on the wt structure 1wsy, with theR-subunit depicted in white
and theâ-subunit in red. Panels c and d provide two different views of the tunnel for indole channeling between theR- andâ-active sites.

Table 1: Structures Investigated in This Study

PDB file structure
resolution

(Å) substrate/ligand ref

1wsy wtR2â2 2.5 E, Na+ 2
1bksa wt R2â2 2.2 E, Na+ private

communication
1ttq wt R2â2 2.0 E, K+ 4
2tys âK87T R2â2 1.9 E-Trp, Na+ 5
1a5b RD60N R2â2 2.0 E, IGP, K+ 6
2trs âK87T R2â2 2.04 E-Ser, IPL, Na+ 5

a Theoretical results for the wild-type TRPS will be based on the
more refined structure 1bks recently determined by Hyde and
collaborators.
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particular architecture (22-25). Correlated movements with
different length scales, which may bear direct relevance to
biological function, are identified on the basis of the premise
of structure-defined function. Recent applications of the
GNM to a number of biomolecular systems, including the
tRNA-synthetase complex (26), HIV-1 reverse transcriptase
(27), HIV-1 protease (25), and several monomeric proteins
such as apomyoglobin (23), cytochromec, chymotrypsin
inhibitor 2, and CheY (28), have proven its utility for
disclosing the dynamic features imparted by the intricate
three-dimensional networks of contacts of different folded
structures.

In the GNM analysis of TRPS complexes, the following
issues will be considered. Which residues assume a functional
role in the specific three-dimensional structure of the
complex? In particular, which residues act as hinges in the
global motions, and which conversely enjoy a relatively high
degree of conformational freedom? Residues in the former
group typically participate in substrate binding and catalysis,
and their mutation might cause functional impairment;
residues in the latter group are typically involved in substrate
recognition. Their deletion or substitution might affect the
catalytic activity in more indirect ways, such as the less
efficient recognition of substrate, or even blocking access
to the active site. Changes in the dynamics of the enzyme
caused by the absence or presence of substrates will be
pointed out. Results will be discussed with regard to existing
experimental data about the structure and catalytic activity
of TRPS complexes.

Finally, a mechanism for driving the allosteric effects
across the tetramer, via theâ-â and R-â intersubunit
interfaces, will be proposed here, based on observed cross-
correlations between motions of different structural elements.
Essentially, the structural elements facilitating the com-
munication and their linking between theR- andâ-reaction
sites will emerge as

(see Table 2). Theâ-â andR-â hinge residues assume a
key role in this global processing, irrespective of ligand
binding, whereas the cooperativity of the COMM core is
enhanced only in the presence of PLP derivatives at the
â-site.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Structures.The crystal structures analyzed in this study
are listed in Table 1. The wild-type (wt) structure of the
TRPSR2â2 complex fromSalmonella typhimurium[Brook-
haven Protein Data Bank (PDB) file 1wsy] was determined
a decade ago by Hyde et al. (2), and recently refined (1bks)
by the same group to 2.2 Å resolution (C. C. Hyde et al.,
personal communication). In these structures, the coenzyme
PLP forms a Schiff base (E) with theε-amino group of
âLys87. Additionally, the wt structure (1ttq) having K+

(instead of Na+) bound to the C-terminal domain of the
â-subunit will be analyzed. The recently determined higher-
resolution wt structure (1bks) will be taken as representative
of the intrinsic dynamics of the multienzyme in the absence
of substrate. Its behavior will be contrasted to those of the

ligand-bound enzymes or mutants. Toward this aim, a series
of mutants will be considered.

First, mutants having ligands bound to eitherR- or â-sites
will be considered. Examples are the mutantâK87T R2â2

complex with theL-Trp bound as an external aldimine (E-
Trp) with PLP at the active site of theâ-subunit (2tys) and
mutantRD60N with the true substrate (IGP) at theR-subunit
(1a5b). E-Trp is the kinetic intermediate preceding the
release ofL-Trp. This is the protonated form of the quinonoid
intermediate (E-Q), a substance resulting from the nucleo-
philic attack on E(A-A) by indole. Second, a complex with
ligands bound to bothR- andâ-sites will be considered (2trs).
Therein,L-Ser is bound to theâ-subunit active site, as an
external aldimine (E-Ser) with PLP, and the substrate
analogue indole 3-propanol phosphate (IPL) is bound to the
R-subunit active site. See Table 1.

TheR-subunit has an eight-R/â barrel fold closely related
to the structure of triose phosphate isomerase (TIM) barrels,
whereas the fold of theâ-subunit is unique. In this paper,
we adopt a nomenclature commonly used (2, 7) for referring
to the secondary structural elements of the respective
subunits. Accordingly, theR/â barrel helices and strands of
theR-subunit are designated asRH1-RH8, andRS1-RS8,
respectively; there are three extra helices in theR-subunit,
RH0, RH2′, and RH8′ indexed in conformity with their
sequential positions. Theâ-subunit, on the other hand, has
two topologically similar domains (2), overall including

Table 2: Critical Structural Elements of Interest Emerging from
GNM Analysis of the Dominant Modes of Motion of TRPS
Complexesa

structural
elementb residues peak locations

secondary structure
at peak position

dynamic
function

R-Subunit
1 (23) 9-16 Arg14 RH0′ C-terminus highly flexible
2 (24) 35-44 Ala43 RH1 C-terminus highly flexible
3 (25) 192-196 His194 RH6 N-terminus highly flexible
4 (26) 216-225 Ala222 RH7 highly flexible
5 (27) 246-268 Ala253, Lys249RH8 highly flexible
6 (28) 54-60 Leu58, Ala59 RL2 R-â hinge
7 (29) 102-110 Asn104 RL3 R-â hinge
8 (30) 129-136 Asp130, Pro132RL4 R-â hinge
9 (31) 179-183c Gly181 RL6 R-â hinge

â-Subunit
10 (32) 288-295 Asp291 âL8 R-â hinge
11 14-24 Pro18, Gln19 âH1 N-terminus R-â hinge
11′ (33) 18-44 Glu40, Gln36 âH1-âH2 R-â hinge
12 (34) 174-179c Arg175 âH6 R-â hinge
13 (35) 277-283 Ile278, Tyr279 âL8 R-â hinge
14 (36) 48-67 Asn51,Thr57 âH2, âS1 â-â hinge
15 79-82 Leu80 âL2 â-â hinge
15′ (37) 77-89 Leu80, Gly84 âL2 â-â hinge
16 (38) 337-346 Cys340, Gly344âH11 â-â hinge
17 (39) 376-379 Ser377, Gly378âL10 â-â hinge
18 (40) 130-145 Lys137, Ala136âL4, âH5 COMM core
19 (41) 155-170 His160, Gly162âL5 COMM core
20 (42) 383-393 Asp393 âH13 C-terminus highly flexible
21 (43) 221-233 âS7 highly flexible

a Regions 1-16 were identified from the first (slowest) principal
mode of motion. The corresponding highly flexible residues are green
in Figure 4, those identified as hinges at theR-â interface red (R-
subunit) or pink (â-subunit), and theâ-â hinge residues magenta.
Regions 11′, 15′, and 17-21 appear following analysis of the 10
dominant modes.b The numbers in parentheses represent the serial
indices for the structural elements in subunitsR2 andâ2. c Calculated
for the complex (2trs) having substrates bound on bothR- andâ-sites
(5).

â-reaction siteT â-â hinge sitesT COMM coreT
R-â hinge sitesT R-reaction site residues
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helicesâH1-âH13 and strandsâS1-âS10. For brevity, the
notation RLi (or âLi) will be adopted for the loop im-
mediately succeeding the strandRSi (or âSi). The subunits
themselves will be referred to asR1, â1, â2, andR2.

Theoretical Model and Method. The method (22, 23) relies
on modeling the protein structure as a network of contacts
between allR-carbons separated by a distancer of e7 Å.
This interaction range includes neighbors within a first
coordination shell in the vicinity of a central residue. It
automatically includes the first and second neighbors along
the chain sequence, and therefore takes into account chain
connectivity. But more importantly, the intricate topology
of contacts between all nonbonded pairs in the folded state
is taken into consideration. The latter play a dominant role
in defining the overall molecular machinery. The interactions
are assumed to obey a harmonic form. Therefore, the
R-carbons undergo Gaussian fluctuations near their equilib-
rium positions, hence the name Gaussian network model
(GNM). No distinction between different types of side chains
is made here, except that implicit in the details of the
structure. Thereby, a mechanistic description, purely entropic
in origin, is adopted.

The topology of contacts is accounted for by a Kirchhoff
matrix of contactsΓ in the GNM. For a three-dimensional
structure ofn sites (residues, nucleotides, and/or ligand
functional groups), this is ann× n symmetric matrix whose
ij th off-diagonal element is assigned a value of-1 or 0,
depending on the presence or absence of a contact, respec-
tively, between sitesi and j. As such,Γ contains the same
information as do customary contact maps. As for theith
diagonal element ofΓ, it is evaluated as the negative sum
of all elements in theith row (or column). It is thus equal to
the coordination number of sitei. Therefore,Γ contains two
basic kinds of structural data: the local packing density in
the neighborhood of each site (diagonal elements) and the
order of contacts, as described by the sequence index 1e i
e n of interacting sites, i.e., the non-zero off-diagonal
elements.

From statistical mechanics,Γ is the matrix of force
constants maintaining the overall structure in a stable form
near its folded state, inasmuch as the internal Hamiltonian
of the structure may be written as (25)

whereγ is a single parameter (Hookean force constant) that
uniformly scales the strengths of all pairwise interactions,
∆R is the 3n-dimensional vector of thex-, y-, and z-
components of the fluctuations∆R1, ∆R2, ..., ∆Rn in the
positions of then sites, the superscript T denotes the
transpose,X is the direct product, andE is the identity matrix
of order 3. In parallel with classical normal mode analyses,
the inverse ofΓ yields information about the auto- or cross-
correlations between the motions of individual residues,
following the relationship

where k is the Boltzmann constant,T is the absolute
temperature, and [Γ-1] ij designates theij th element of the
inverse ofΓ. For more details, the reader is referred to our
recent studies (22, 25), or to the original statistical thermo-

dynamic theory of Gaussian networks (29, 47). The suit-
ability of a single parameterγ for the force constant of all
contacting residue pairs was first demonstrated by Tirion
(30).

Information about global dynamics is acquired by decom-
posing the motions into a series of modes, and concentrating
on the modes at the slowest end of the spectrum which
contribute the most to the total range of motions. This modal
decomposition is performed in the GNM, by an eigenvalue
transformation ofΓ (23, 26, 30) which yields a total ofn -
1 modes of motion differing in their frequencies (eigenvalues)
by about 3 orders of magnitude for a system of 103 sites.
We note that in tetrameric form, the TRPS complex
comprises about 1300 sites, and therefore∼1300 modes. Yet,
only a small subset (∼10) of the slowest modes dominate
the global motions. The slowest mode is referred to as the
first principal mode of motion or the global motion.

The correlation [∆Ri‚∆Rj]k contributed by thekth mode
is found from

where uk is the kth eigenvector ofΓ and λk is the kth
eigenvalue. The correlations that operate in a subset of modes
of interest (k1 e k e k2) are evaluated by weighting the
contribution of each mode by 1/λk.

In this paper, we will concentrate on the first principal
mode, and on a representative subset of modes at the
dominant (slow) end of the spectrum. The statistical weight
ω2 of the first principal mode amounts to approximately1/5
of the entire spectrum in the present complexes, as estimated
from the ratioω2 ) (1/λ2)/Σi1/λi (2 e i e n). This mode
reflects the most cooperative mechanism of action of the
overall quaternary structure. It will be shown to be uniquely
defined for TRPS tetramers, in general. The subset of 10
slowest modes, on the other hand, is found to add up to more
than half of the spectrum. This subset will be shown to
differentiate among the motions undergone by the different
TRPS complexes, as described below.

RESULTS

Comparison with X-ray Crystallographic B Factors.Our
objective is to assess the dominant modes of motion that
operate in the transmission of allosteric effects in the TRPS
R2â2 complex. Rather than the thermal fluctuations of
individual residues, the cooperative motions propagated over
the distance scale of the excursion of the substrates in the
overall complex are of interest. Within this scope, the slowest
(and largest amplitude) motions undergone synchronously
by different structural elements will be examined, along with
the effect of substrate binding on the dominant mechanism
of motion. However, before proceeding to a detailed analysis
of the dominant modes of motion, we have first tested the
accuracy and applicability of the GNM as specifically applied
to TRPS complexes (Table 1) by comparing the mean-square
(ms) fluctuations of residues predicted by the GNM with
those indicated by X-ray crystallography.

The X-ray crystallographicB factors, also referred to as
the Debye-Waller or temperature factors, provide a measure
of the fluctuations of individual residues in folded structures.
Neglecting crystal imperfections and/or static disorder effects,
they are related directly to our calculated mean-square (ms)

[∆Ri‚∆Rj]k ) (3kT/γ)[λk
-1ukuk

T] ij (3)

H ) 1/2γ[∆RT(ΓXE)∆R] (1)

〈∆Ri‚∆Rj〉 ) (3kT/γ)[Γ-1] ij (2)
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fluctuations by

which permits a direct comparison between theory and
experiments. Here the angular brackets refer to the average
over all modes of motion.

Results for a relatively high-resolution structure, 2tys
(Table 1), are illustrated in Figure 2. Experimental results
(small dashed) are taken directly from the PDB file (5). The
theoretical (solid) curve is calculated using eqs 2 and 4. The
constantγ, which scales overall the theoretical curve to match
the experimental data reported (5) for this protein, is taken
here as 0.46 kcal mol-1 Å-2. The discontinuity atR-subunit
residues 178-191 corresponds to loopRL6 which was
reported not to be visible in the crystal structure. In the inset,
the theoreticalB factors are plotted against the experimental
ones. The correlation coefficient between the two sets of data
is found to be 0.80. This level of agreement is quite
satisfactory in view of the simplicity of the model. The
agreement is better than that obtained with atomic scale
molecular dynamics simulations in which multiple minima
are visited, because the space accessible to vibrational
motions near the folded state, which essentially determines
the crystallographicB factors, is rigorously treated in the
GNM analysis. In the case of MD simulations, we note that
shorter simulations, limited to fluctuations near the folded
state, give better agreement with experimentalB factors than
longer simulations.

Calculations for the other structures led to theoretical
curves similar to the example depicted in Figure 2. GNM
results are relatively insensitive to small shifts in atomic
coordinates. However, the correlation between theory and
experiment slightly diminishes with a decrease in the quality
of the resolution of the crystal structure. In the case of the
two wt structures, for example, the experimentalB factors
for the more refined structure were more consistent with the
theoretical results, which lends further support to the utility
and applicability of the GNM.

Global Motion DriVen by the First Principal Mode of
Action.Figure 3 illustrates the ms amplitudes of motion of
the individual residues, under the action of the first principal
mode (slowest one). Parts a and b refer to subunitsR andâ,

respectively. Results are shown for the refined wt structure
(1bks), and for two mutants (2tys and 2trs) having one and
two bound substrates, respectively (Table 1). Results for the
K+-bound (1ttq) and the IGP-bound (1a5b) structure obey
the same trend; these are not shown for visual simplicity.

The first principal mode of motion of the different TRPS
complexes is found to be uniquely defined, irrespective of
the presence or absence of substrates. In fact, this mode may
be viewed as representative of the fundamental mechanical
behavior of the structure on a gross scale. It defines the most
probable mechanism of action. And this should be, in
principle, a unique function of the particular enzyme, i.e., a
signature of its overall molecular architecture. Substrates will
be shown below to affect more the immediate next higher
frequency modes. The latter are still long-range in nature,
but slightly more localized.

We now proceed to examine the shape of the first principal
mode. The first observation is the significantly higher

FIGURE 2: Comparison of the theoretical (solid curve) and
experimental (small dashed curve) temperature factors forR-carbons
in the mutantâK87T R2â2 tetramer. Results for only subunitsR1
and â1 are displayed; those for subunitsR2 and â2 are identical.
Experimental data were taken from PDB file 2tys deposited by Rhee
et al. (5). Theoretical results were calculated using eqs 2 and 4.
Discontinuities in the curves correspond to the structural regions
that are invisible in X-ray experiments. The inset displays the
theoretical results plotted against the experimental ones. The
correlation coefficient between the two sets of data is 0.80.

Bi ) (8π2/3)〈∆Ri‚∆Ri〉 (4)

FIGURE 3: Mean-square (ms) amplitudes of residue fluctuations
driven by the first principal mode of motion representative of the
cooperative movements on a global scale. Results are displayed
for the wt structure 1bks, and for two mutants, 2tys and 2trs. See
Table 1. Panels a and b describe the behavior of theR- and
â-subunits, respectively. Note the significant difference in the
amplitudes of motions of the two subunits. The three curves exhibit
similar features, in general. This reveals the unique dependence of
the global dynamics on the particular tetrameric architecture,
irrespective of the shifts in coordinates caused by substrate binding.
See Figure 4 for the spatial position of peaks and minima and Table
2 for their identities and secondary structures. The maxima in panel
a are the most flexible regions of the enzyme. The minima therein
form the R-â hinge sites, together with the maxima in panel b
which exhibit comparable amplitudes of fluctuation. Finally, the
minima in panel b are theâ-â hinge sites in the global mode of
motion.

Biochemistry Dynamics of Tryptophan Synthase ComplexesE



mobility of theR-subunit, compared to that of theâ-subunit.
The ms amplitudes of motions undergone in theR-subunit
are larger than those in theâ-subunit by about 1 order of
magnitude.

The horizontal lines in Figure 3a divide the residues into
three groups with different flexibilities, approximately. The
uppermost part refers to the most flexible regions, shown in
green in Figure 4. See Table 2 (first five rows) for the
sequential position and secondary structure of these residues.
The lowermost region, on the other hand, comprises residues
acting as hinges, or anchors, for the global motion of the
R-subunit. These are shown in red in Figure 4 and are
clustered together at theR-R intersubunit interface, despite
the fact that they belong to four sequentially discontinuous
stretches (Table 2, rows 6-9). Their location suggests that
they are active in modulating the global motion of the
R-subunit relative to theâ-subunit, hence the nameR-â
hinge residues adopted here for designating these residues.
Coupled to them are a small group of residues in the
â-subunit, which exhibit about the same magnitudes of

motion (maxima in Figure 3b). These, shown in pink in
Figure 4, undergo in-phase cooperative motions with the
hinge residues of theR-subunit, as indicated by interresidue
cross-correlations (see below). Several aromatic residues
(RPhe54,RTyr102, RPhe107,RPro132,âTyr16, âPro18,
âTyr279, andâPhe280) are found to participate in thisR-â
hinge region. A closer view of the interface is presented in
part b of Figure 4, which displays theâ-subunit residues
distinguished by their unique behavior at the center ofR-â
hinge sites.

Finally, of interest is the group of residues most completely
hindered in the global motion of the tetramer. These lie at
the minima of the curve in Figure 3b. Residues located at
the interface between the twoâ-subunits, near theâ-subunits’
substrate binding site, are found to form this group. These
will be shortly referred to as theâ-â hinge residues. It is
conceivable that these severely constrained residues play a
critical role in controlling the stability and/or flexibility of
the â2 dimer, which is known to be stable and active as a
dimer in the absence of theR-subunit (18, 20). Their location
near theâ-subunit active site also suggests their involvement
in mediating the conformational changes associated with the
â-reaction catalysis. The analysis of auto- and cross-
correlations driven by a dominant subset of modes, presented
below, will in fact reveal the critical role of these residues
in monitoring the communication across subunits. A sum-
mary of the regions of interest presently mentioned is given
in Table 2, along with the positions of the corresponding
peaks and minima. The latter will be referred to as the critical
locations emerging in the first principal mode of motion.

Effect of a RepresentatiVe Subset of Dominant Modes.The
first principal mode of motion has been seen above to be
insensitive to bound ligands. The effects of different bound
ligands will however be distinguishable upon examination
of the cumulative effect of a subset of dominant modes. We
consider here the combined effect of 10 slowest modes. This
subset incorporates the majority of operative modes, from a
statistical point of view, while excluding relatively more
localized or random motions that might obscure our under-
standing of the overall molecular machinery.

Results are presented in Figure 5. Parts a and b refer to
the R- and â-subunits, respectively, similar to Figure 3.
Results for the refined wt structure (1bks) and two mutants
(2tys and 2trs) are displayed (Table 2).

The behavior of theR-subunit (Figure 5a) is rather similar
to that revealed in the first principal mode (Figure 3a). The
main differences that arise from the contribution of the newly
included modes are as follows. Among the three peaks
observed at the C-terminal segment in Figure 3a, two survive,
and are even further enhanced (RL6 N-terminus andRH8;
see Table 2). The peak near helixRH5 becomes more
pronounced, in particular in the E-Trp-bound form, so this
is direct evidence of the effect binding in theâ-subunit has
on the motions of theR-subunit. These three most mobile
regions are green in Figure 6a, along with the most mobile
part of the â-subunit, the C-terminal end, including the
N-terminal half of helixâH13.

The R-subunit critical loci at theR-â interface (minima
in Figure 5a) remain almost unchanged as one proceeds from
the first principal mode to a subset including the immediate
higher-frequency modes. See the red regions in part a of
Figure 6. TheR-â hinge residues on theâ-subunit exhibit,

FIGURE 4: (a) Schematic representation of TRPS regions distin-
guished by (i) their high flexibility (maxima in Figure 3a, green),
(ii) their action as hinges for the movement of theR-subunit relative
to theâ-subunit (minima in Figure 3a, red), (iii) their involvement
in the R-â intersubunit coupled motions, evidenced by their
fluctuation amplitudes matching those observed in theR-subunit
hinge residues (maxima in Figure 3b, pink), and (iv) their rigidity
(minima in Figure 3b, magenta), in the global motion of the
tetramer. The corresponding residue (sequential) numbers and peak
positions are listed in Table 2. The diagram is drawn using the
PDB coordinates (2trs) of a mutant (âK87T) having two substrates,
IPL on theR-site and E-Ser on theâ-site. The substrates and the
â-subunit cation Na+ are yellow. A few aromatic residues implicated
in the R-â hinge motion are explicitly shown. We distinguish in
particularâTyr279 andâPhe280 acting as a molecular gate for the
tunnel, andRPhe54 andRTyr102 at a central position among the
R-subunit hinge residues. (b) A closer view of theR-â interface
region. Theâ-subunit residues at the peak positions of Figure 3b
are explicitly shown.
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however, more variation. HelicesâH1, âH2, andâH8 are
distinguished here by their large amplitudes of motion,
comparable to those of theR-subunitR-â hinge residues.
These latter regions (â18-â44 andâ211-â223) are also
shown in red in the same figure.

Finally, the loci of theâ-â interface hinges (magenta)
are slightly shifted in general. We note the addition ofâL10
residuesâ376-â379 to this group, and the broadening of
the hinge region centered aroundâLeu80. The latter now
covers residuesâ77-â89. In all of the five examined
structures, this region was found to yield the deepest
minimum (Figure 5b). It is noteworthy that residueâLys87,
to which the cofactor PLP is covalently linked, is also
included in this interval. This provides firm evidence that
the â-reaction site is directly controlled by the presently
investigated set of dominant modes.

Residuesâ77-â89 that act as anchors near theâ-reaction
site are, at the same time, located at a hinge site between
the two topologically similar domains of theâ-subunit
(Figure 6b). This indicates that these residues are involved
in mediating the interdomain separation within theâ-sub-

units. More importantly, this mechanism of motion directly
modulates the enlargement or restriction of the hydrophobic
tunnel located at the cleft between the N- and C-terminal
domains of theâ-subunits. Thus, the subset of presently
identified key residues near theâ-â interface comprise two
groups: those involved in intersubunit (â-â) communication
and those controlling the interdomain spacing within the
â-subunits, and thereby the width of the tunnel for indole
channeling. The former comprises residuesâ333-â348 and
â60-â62 and the latterâ77-â89, â376-â379, andâ48-
â59 approximately. These are red and magenta, respectively,
in part b of Figure 6. Therein, theâ-â dimeric portion of
the tetramer is shown. A few residues of interest mentioned
above (see also Table 2) are displayed. For clarity, C-terminal
residuesâ381-â393 (overlapping with the magenta residues,
as observed from this viewpoint) have been removed.

FIGURE 5: Distribution of ms fluctuations in the dominant modes
of motion, shown for three structures, the wt 1bks and two mutants,
2tys having aâ-subunit substrate bound and 2trs with substrate
bound to bothR- andâ-subunits (Table 1). Panels a and b depict
data for theR- andâ-subunits, respectively. See Figure 6a and its
legend for the location of (i) the most flexible regions (green), (ii)
the minima in panel a and the maxima in panel b (red) participating
in the R-â hinge sites, and (iii) the most severely constrained
regions of the overall tetramer at the lowest minima of panel b
(magenta). Note the increase in the mobility ofRH2 andRH5 in
the presence ofâ-site substrates. Minima in panel b refer to residues
subject to highly restrictive dynamics in the global motion of the
tetramer, some of which are denoted by the labels. A closer
examination showed that the sequence LLHGG of residuesâ80-
â84 forms the lowest minimum in all complexes.

FIGURE 6: (a) Regions with different flexibilities distinguished in
the dominant (slowest) modes of motions (Figure 5), shown for
the R1â1 dimeric part of 2tys (Table 1). The most constrained
regions are magenta. These are allâ-subunit residues (â77-â89
andâ333-â348, andâ376-â379 andâ49-â60) near theâ-reac-
tion site andâ-â interface. Shown in red are the most severely
constrained residues of theR-subunit (R54-R60,R100-R114, and
R126-R140), and those, in theâ-subunit, which exhibit similar
amplitudes of motion (â18-â44 andâ211-â223). The most mobile
regions are green. These are residuesR192-R205, R240-R257,
andR159-R169 in theR-subunit andâ387-â397 at the C-terminal
end of theâ-subunit. See Table 2 for the corresponding secondary
structures and critical loci. (b) Ribbon diagram of theâ-â dimeric
portion. Two different groups of constrained residues are distin-
guished: (i) those involved in the correlated motion of the N- and
C-terminal domains (magenta), also controlling the breadth of the
tunnel for indole channeling, and (ii) those monitoring the concerted
motion of the two â-subunits (red). The corresponding most
constrained residues are Leu80 and Cys340. These two critical loci
are denoted in the diagram, along with a few other residues of
interest. See Table 2. Note the close interaction (yellow dashed
lines) betweenâ-â hinge residuesâ333-â348 and the COMM
region (see Figure 8) of the adjacent subunit.
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Changes in Mobilities Induced upon Ligand Binding.
Figure 7 provides a direct view of the changes to the
mobilities of the different regions ofâ-subunits in the
liganded mutants, compared to the wt structure. Here, we
see the differences between the residue fluctuations in the
investigated liganded structures (Table 1) and those occurring
in the wt case. For clarity, the curves are vertically shifted,
and the baseline for each of them is indicated by dotted lines.
The uppermost curve displays for example the perturbation
in the dynamics of 1ttq, relative to those of 1bks. The most
significant change therein is an enhancement in the mobility
of helix âH1 and its near neighbors along the sequence (red
in Figure 6a and blue in Figure 6b), mainly residuesâ18-
â44, with a peak atâGln36. The same effect is also revealed
in 2tys and 2trs, suggesting that the presence of an external
aldimine (E-Ser or E-Trp) or a large cation (K+) bound to
theâ-subunit enhances the mobility ofâH1. We recall that
the terminus ofâH1 was distinguished in the first principal
mode as anR-â hinge site, its motion being closely coupled
to that of loopRL2 comprising the catalytically active site.
This region is now expanded to embrace the entire helixâH1
and the succeeding loop and helix (RH2). Interestingly,âH1
is a long (18-residue) helix, extending from theR-â interface
deeply into theâ-subunit (Figure 6a,b), and its high mobility
coupled to theR-reaction site may have dynamic implications
for its role in transmitting information across the subunits,
as also suggested by the cross-correlations examined below.

In contrast toâH1, the region between residuesâ103 and
â187 in the N-terminal domain of theâ-subunit exhibits a
depressed mobility in 2trs and 2tys, the two structures with
external aldimines bound on theâ-site. Inasmuch as this
feature is not observed in any of the other structures, we
can interpret it as an effect ofâ-site substrates on the
dynamics of complexes. In Figure 8, we show in pink the
region exhibiting this pronounced hindered mobility in the
presence of substrates, and in magenta its most strongly
affected segments (â130-â145 and â155-â170). This
region (â103-â187) closely matches the so-called COMM

domain of theâ-subunit which was pointed out by Schneider
et al. (7), as a slight modification of the “mobile region”
originally pointed out by Rhee et al. (5), to play an important
role in the allosteric communication between theR- and
â-sites. The most severely affected regions identified here
(â130-â145 andâ155-â170) will be referred to as the
COMM core regions below.

Cross-Correlations between Different Structural Elements.
We now focus on the orientational couplings between the
motions of different structural elements. To this aim, cross-
correlations〈∆Ri‚∆Rj〉 between the fluctuations of residues
i and j (1 e i < j e n) are calculated and normalized as

Cij values vary in the range-1 e Cij e 1. The upper and
lower limits correspond to pairs of residues exhibiting fully
correlated (same direction, same sense) and fully anticorre-
lated (same direction, opposite sense) motions, respectively.
The particular case whereCij ) 0 refers to uncorrelated
motions.

For simplicity, we concentrate on the structural elements
listed in Table 2. These were determined above to play a
key role in directing the most cooperative motions of the
enzyme. Average correlations〈Cij〉 are calculated for each
pair of structural elements, on the basis of all combinations
of residues belonging to them. The resulting correlation map
is presented in Figure 9. The two axes represent the serial
indices of the individual structural elements. The elements
in subunitsR1 and â1 are assigned serial numbers 1-21,
conforming with the first column of Table 2. The coenzyme
bound to subunitâ1 is viewed as structural element 22. The
latter is examined either as a PLP Schiff base (E) (1bks) or
as an external aldimine E-Trp (2tys). The elements of
subunitsR2 andâ2 are assigned numbers in the range of 23-
44, in the same order as those defined for subunitsR1 and
â1.

The contours in Figure 9 connect the pairs of structural
elements subject to fixed correlation values. The most
strongly correlated pairs (Cij g 0.8) are enclosed by the green
contours; these pairs undergo coherent, concerted movements
in the same direction. The red contours, on the other hand,

FIGURE 7: Changes in the mobility ofâ-subunit residues in liganded
mutants, compared to that of the wt structure. Results refer to the
differences in the ms fluctuations in the four mutants denoted by
the labels, relative to that of the wt structure. See Table 1. The
most significant changes are (i) an enhancement in the mobility of
helix âH1 (and N-terminal half ofâH2), mainly residuesâ18-
â44, in 1ttq, 2tys, and 2trs, and (ii) a severe hindering of the
flexibility of the COMM domain, residues 103-187, in the two
structures (2tys and 2trs) with external aldimines bound on the
â-site. Some residues at extrema are indicated. See Figure 8.

FIGURE 8: Ribbon diagram displaying in pink and magenta the
â-subunit COMM domain backbone emerging from Figure 7 as
the region undergoing a significantly diminished mobility in the
presence ofâ-site substrates. The most strongly affected segments
(â130-â145 andâ155-â170) are magenta. Shown in green are two
stretches of residues acting as anchors for the relative motions of
the N- and C-domains of theâ-subunit. See the legend of Figure
6b.

Cij ≡ 〈∆Ri‚∆Rj〉/(〈∆Ri‚∆Ri〉〈∆Rj‚∆Rj〉)
1/2 (5)
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enclose the other extreme case of strongly anticorrelated (Cij

e -0.6) regions. The corresponding elements undergo
concerted, but opposite direction, fluctuations in the global
modes. For the intermediate regions, see the scale on the
right of the map.

The following dominant features can be observed in the
map. Elements within a given subunit are generally positively
correlated. See the blocks along the diagonal. TheR-subunit
undergoes more coherent motions, indicated by the stronger
orientational correlations between its individual elements,
compared to those between the elements of theâ-subunits.
SubunitsR1 andR2 are strongly anticorrelated. SubunitsR1

and â2 (and similarly R2 and â1) exhibit anticorrelated
motions, though not as pronounced as those betweenR1 and
R2. The behavior of the contiguous subunits is more complex,
as will be elaborated next.

Figure 10 displays the cross-correlations between theâ-â
hinge residues and the other structural elements being
investigated here. The curves represent horizontal (or vertical)
strips of the correlation map (Figure 9), at three structural
elements, with serial indices 14, 15′, and 16 (i.e.,â1-subunit
residues 48-67, 77-89, and 337-346, respectively; see
Table 2). The curve for the fourthâ-â hinge site in the
same subunit (element 17;â376-â379) closely coincides
with that of element 15′. The types of structural elements,
across the strip(s) of the map, are indicated along the abscissa
of Figure 10. The regions corresponding to subunitsR1, â1,
R2, andâ2 are separated by lightface dashed vertical lines.
The arrows on the upper abscissa indicate the indices (22
and 44) of theâ-site substrates.

The â-â hinge sites are strongly coupled to each other,
as inferred from the maxima in Figure 10 at positions 14-
17. More importantly, their motions are highly correlated
with that of the substrate (element 22) in the same subunit.
Correlations transmitted across theâ-â interface are also
distinguishable. These are evidenced by the peaks at theâ-â

hinge and COMM core regions of subunitâ2. Overall, the
â-â hinge residues appear to have a pivotal role, being
anticorrelated with bothR-subunits, strongly correlated with
the substrate in the same subunit, and somewhat coupled to
the hinge residues and COMM core inâ2.

It is interesting to note that the COMM core residues in
â1 are correlated withâ-â hinge residuesâ337-â346 in
â2, while also moving coherently withR-â hinge residues
â174-â179 inâ1. See Figure 11a. Here, the abscissa refers
again to the serial index of the structural elements listed in
the first column of Table 2. Thus, the movements of the
COMM core are being simultaneously modulated by the
R-â hinge residues in the same subunit, and by theâ-â
hinge residues in the adjoiningâ-subunit. The existence of
such intersubunit communication is consistent with the close
interactions already observed in Figure 6b.

A direct examination of the orientational behavior of the
â-site substrate, and its perturbation in the presence of
formation of an external aldimine, E-Trp, yields the curves
in Figure 11b. The solid curve therein depicts the behavior
of the coenzyme PLP in wt structure 1bks. The regions
showing the strongest orientational correlations with the PLP
areâ-â hinge sitesâ77-â89 andâ376-â379. On the other
hand, a strong anticorrelation with the entire subunitR2 is
observed. The dotted curve shows the changes in correlations
observed in the mutantâK87T R2â2, relative to the wt
structure. The COMM core region andR-â hinge residues
â174-â179 in the same subunit are observed here to be the
most strongly affected regions. Apparently, a substantial
increase in the extent of their orientational coupling to the
substrate takes place in the presence of an external aldimine.

DISCUSSION

The changes in structure induced upon substrate binding,
or upon intermediate formation in the different subunits, are
now well established from X-ray crystallographic measure-
ments. Here, we have searched for the accompanying changes
to the dynamics of the tetrameric enzyme, which might

FIGURE 9: Correlation map for the orientational cross-correlations
〈∆Ri‚∆Rj〉 in the motions of residues, driven by the dominant modes
of motion. Results are presented for 44 structural elements (9 in
eachR-subunit, 12 in eachâ-subunit, and 1 for eachâ-site substrate)
showing distinctive dynamic features in the dominant modes of
motion. See the first column of Table 2 for the definition of these
structural elements. The axes refer to the serial number of the
structural elements in Table 2, and the contours connect equally
correlated regions, following the scale given on the right.

FIGURE 10: Orientational cross-correlations between theâ-â hinge
residues (elements 14-17; see the first column in Table 2) and all
other structural elements distinguished by their distinctive behavior
in the dominant modes of motion of the tetramer, and grouped
according to their characteristic dynamics (see the last column in
Table 2). The arrows on the upper abscissa indicate the positions
of theâ-subunit substrates (elements 22 and 44). The dashed vertical
lines denote the separation between respective subunitsR1, â1, R2,
andâ2, indicated by the labels along the upper abscissa.
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explain the allosteric effects transmitted across the subunits
over distance ranges of 20-30 Å.

Toward this aim, first the global dynamic characteristics
intrinsic to the particular molecular architecture of TRPS
complexes were investigated. Second, the changes brought
about by the presence of different substrates were examined.
Several questions were addressed. A crucial one was whether
the formation of an external aldimine, E-Ser or E-Trp, with
PLP in theâ-subunit, induces long-range changes in cor-
related motions, and if so which structural elements play a
key role in coordinating the conformational switches.

OVerView of Global Dynamics.The dynamic preferences
of TRPS complexes on a global scale were determined by
focusing on the first principal mode of motion. Little
qualitative difference was observed between the principal
mode shape of the different structures, as illustrated in Figure
3. This mode shape is interpreted as the generic behavior of
the enzyme itself in the tetrameric form, given its particular
three-dimensional architecture.

Our analysis of the principal mode shape revealed three
distinct categories of residues (Table 2): (i) residues enjoying
a high conformational flexibility, mostly located at solvent-
exposed regions of theR-subunits, (ii) constrained residues
acting as hinges for the relative motions of theR- and
â-subunits, mostly located at theR-â interface, and (iii)
constrained residues acting as hinges for the relative motion
of the twoâ-subunits, and for the relative motion of the two
domains of theâ-subunits, positioned near theâ-â inter-
subunit interface. These were shown in green, red (or pink),

and magenta, respectively, in Figures 4 and 6a. On the basis
of the common trend observed for dynamics-function
relationships in other biomolecular systems, we tentatively
associate these mechanical properties with the following
functions. The first group may be involved in substrate
recognition, here for theR-reaction reactants. The second
modulates the binding and catalytic activity at a nearby active
site, here theR-site. Additionally, this group presently
assumes an important role in the concomitant communication
between the two subunits, as suggested by its extension
toward theâ-â interface viaR-helix âH1 (Figure 6). Finally,
the third group (red and magenta regions in theâ-â dimer
shown in Figure 6b) is involved in theâ-reaction catalysis,
in the transmission of cooperative conformational motions
across theâ-â interface, and in modulating the opening and
closing of the substrate channeling tunnel between the N-
and C-terminal domains of theâ-subunits. The latter mech-
anism of motion is ensured by theâ-â hinge residues
colored magenta in Figure 6b. We now consider these results
in further detail.

Potential Sites of Substrate Recognition in theR-Subunit.
The C-terminal portion ofR-subunits beyond loopRL6 was
distinguished by high amplitude motions, persisting under
the action of a dominant set of modes (Table 2). A five-
residue stretch in loopRL6 (R179-R183) assumes a hinge-
bending role in providing the flexibility of the C-terminal
portion (R192-R268), or particularly those for helicesRH6
andRH8. Likewise,R-â hinge residuesR54-R60 in loop
RL2 appear to mediate the mobility of N-terminal helixRH1.
These helices preserve their flexibility under the joint effect
of the larger subset of dominant modes (Figure 5a).

Such highly flexible regions have been observed in our
previous GNM analyses for other proteins, or complexes, to
coincide with substrate recognition sites (25-28, 31); it
remains to be seen if the peak residues onRH8 andRH1
and at the N-terminus ofRH6, along with those inRH5 and
RH2 in the presence ofâ-site substrates, are likewise
involved in IGP or IPL recognition. LoopRL6 was shown
to be stabilized, together with loopRL2, upon substrate
binding (7), which may be consistent with the fact that no
further drive for recognition is required following substrate
binding.

Unfolding Kinetics.Previous comparisons of theoretical
ms fluctuations of individual residues in a series of proteins
with corresponding H-D exchange protection factors under
native or mildly denaturing conditions indicated that residues
subject to relatively high-amplitude motions in the folded
state are more likely to unfold first (24). In TRPS complexes,
the C-terminal portions (R192-R268) of R-subunits are
found to have an enhanced flexibility compared to the
remainder of theR-subunit. Interestingly, GdnHCl-induced
unfolding studies with theR-subunit and with its two
proteolytic fragments have provided evidence for a stepwise
unfolding of the two domains (18, 32); the C-terminal domain
becomes disordered at low GdnHCl concentrations, while
the N-terminus remains folded. This behavior has been
confirmed in many kinetic studies [see Matthews and
collaborators (33-35)]. Thus, theR-subunit of the TRPS
R2â2 complex provides another example in which early
unfolding is correlated with high flexibility.

Critical Loci at the R-â Interface. Four stretches of
residues are proposed here in each subunit to form the hinge-

FIGURE 11: (a) Orientational cross-correlations betweenâ1 COMM
core residuesâ155-â170 (structural element 19 in Table 2) and
the other structural elements. The peaks at positions 12 and 36
denote the respective strong correlations of theâ1 COMM core
residues withR-â hinge residuesâ174-â179 in subunitâ1 and
with â-â hinge residuesâ337-â346 in â2. (b) Same as panel a
for correlations with the substrate bound to theâ1-reaction site.
The dashed line represents the changes in orientational correlations
observed in 2tys, relative to those of the wt structure (1bks). The
most strongly affected regions therein are theâ1 COMM core (18
and 19) andâ1 R-â hinge residuesâ174-â179.
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bending sites for the relative motion of theR- andâ-subunits
(see Table 2). The involvement of hinge-bending sites in
binding at the active site and catalysis is a common feature
observed in other proteins, such as HIV-1 protease (25) and
HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (27). We will now consider the
R-â hinge sites identified in TRPS. Results obtained for
theR- andâ-subunits will be separately discussed next, along
with a description of their couplings and role in allosteric
communication.

Hinge Sites inR-Subunits.The most pronounced critical
loci of R-subunits are those in loopsRL2 andRL6. These
are proposed to control theR-â hinge bending motions, and
also modulate theR-reaction. The involvement ofRL2, and
in particular that ofRAsp60 in RL2, in the R-reaction
catalysis, and in allosteric communication, has now been
well-established by several experiments (9, 16, 36). Likewise,
loopRL6 is important for ligand binding and communication
between theR- and â-subunits. The latter is indicated by
the insensitivity of the “nicked”R2â2 complex to inhibitors
after the proteolytic cleavage ofRL6 at RArg188 (37). The
same loop, following strandRS6, is also shown in TIM
barrels to undergo a change from an “open” to a “closed”
state upon substrate binding (38-40). ResidueRThr183 in
RL6 is ascribed a concomitant role in catalytic activity, on
the basis of its interaction with the catalytically active residue
RAsp60, and the fact that its substitution results in complete
inactivity toward IGP (5, 7). The lower substrate binding
affinity observed (11) in the mutantRR179L is likewise
consistent with the role ascribed to residuesR179-R183 for
binding substrates at theR-reaction site.

The hinge site center around Gly181 inRL6 is determined
here from PDB file 1trs. This is the only currently available
structure in which residues participating in loopRL6 are
partly visible. This feature was attributed to the presence of
substrates bound on both subunits (5). The obstruction in
conformational mobility ofRL6 upon binding of ligands was
also indicated by the prevention of tryptic cleavage (41). The
restriction in conformational mobility is consistent with the
hinge role of residuesR179-R183 presently determined.

GNM analysis yields two additional hinge sites in the
R-subunit near theR-â interface: R102-R110 andR129-
R136. No experimental data supporting the critical role of
these residues are presently available, to our knowledge, apart
from the observation that the substitution of the conserved
proline,RPro132, with glycine greatly weakens the associa-
tion of theR- andâ-subunits (42). However, our calculations
suggest that these residues also participate in the cooperative
motions at theR-â interface. These regions are engaged in
close interactions with theâ-subunitR-â hinge residues,
like the couplings betweenRL6 and âH6 (see below).
Closely interacting pairs include amino-aromatic or aromatic-
aromatic pairs such asRAsn108-âGly292, RPhe107-
âTyr16,RAsp130-âPro18,RPro132-âGln19, andRGlu135-
âTyr16.

R-â Hinge Sites inâ-Subunits.Among the â-subunit
hinge-bending sites presently identified and suggested to play
a key role in processing movements relevant to catalytic
activity, we first noticeâ174-â179 inâ-subunit helixâH6,
and â277-â283 in the central part of the long loop
connectingâS8 andâH10. See Figure 6b.

Let us first considerâH6 residuesâ174-â179. These
interact simultaneously with (i)R-subunit hinge residues
R179-R183 on helixRL6 and (ii) â-subunit R-â hinge

residuesâ18-â44. Both of the sites (i and ii) are in turn
closely coupled to loopRL2 containing theR-reaction site.
The coupling betweenRL2, RL6, andâH6 is supportive of
the mechanism proposed (7) for communicating substrate
binding from theR- to the â-site: mutual stabilization of
RL2 andRL6, complemented by interactions betweenRL2
and âH6 to establish the intersubunit connection. Our
analysis of cross-correlations discloses, in fact, the important
role of âH6 residuesâ174-â179 in transmitting the change
in the dynamics of the COMM core region to theR-â
interface, and thereby to theR-reaction site.

The dynamics of residuesâ277-â283, on the other hand,
is coupled to that of residuesâ174-â179, provided that an
external aldimine is present in theâ-site. It is interesting to
note that residuesâ277-â283 precisely include the two
aromatic residues,âPhe280 andâTyr279, which act as a
molecular gate for opening and closing the hydrophobic
tunnel to allow or obstruct the passage of substrate (4, 5,
16, 43, 44) (see Figure 4), and another residue,âGly281,
whose mutation (G281R) was found to inactivate the TRPS
from Escherichia coliand was attributed to the prevention
of a conformational change that affects catalytic properties
and subunit interaction (45). In particular,âTyr279 emerges
here as a critical locus for the global motion of the enzyme
(Table 2).

Two more regions are distinguished by very sharp peaks
in Figure 3b: â14-â24 andâ288-â295. The stretch of
residuesâ288-â295 moves concertedly withâ277-â283
as shown by their cross-correlations, whereas the region of
residuesâ14-â24, extended in the enlarged set of dominant
modes to coverâH1 andâH2 residuesâ18-â44, plays a
dominant role in transmitting the hinge-bending movements
of the R-â interface across the overall tetramer, as will be
further discussed below.

Critical Loci at theâ-â Interface. Like the hinge-bending
sites identified at theR-â interface, those near theâ-site
are implied by the GNM to play a key role in binding of
substrate, and in providing the mechanical framework for
catalytic function. In view of their close proximity in space
to the active site of theâ-subunit, it is conceivable that these
are involved in regulating theâ-reaction. Their direct
involvement in theâ-reaction became clear, in fact, from
the analysis of the orientational cross-correlations driven by
the dominant modes of motions.

In all five structures that have been examined, the most
severely constrained region of the tetramer under the action
of the dominant 10 modes emerged as the stretch of residues
â77-â89. This region is of interest for two reasons. First, it
includes residueâLys87 to which the PLP is covalently
linked, and second, it is positioned at the connection between
the N- and C-terminal domains of theâ-subunit. See Figure
8. The lowest minima in the fluctuation distributions
calculated for the five TRPS complexes (Figure 3) were all
found to be at Leu80, succeeded by Gly84, His82, Leu81,
and Gly83. Thus, the sequence LLHGG (residues 80-84)
is distinguished in this study by its critical role as an anchor,
near theâ-reaction site. The region of residuesâ77-â89 is
apparently complemented by residuesâ48-â67, â204-
â206, andâ376-â379, in processing the motions related to
indole channeling between theR- andâ-sites. These residues
are indeed located at the links between the two domains of
the â-subunit. They are involved in regulating the mutual
movements of the two domains that directly enlarge or
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restrict the tunnel pathway for indole channeling.
Mechanism for Allosteric Communication. Overall, our

analysis of cross-correlations reveals a cooperativity between
the motion of a number of key residues (Table 2), underlying
the communication between theR- and â-reaction sites of
the bifunctional enzyme. The communicating regions may
be coarsely described by the schematic presented in Figure
12. Let us start, for example, from theâ-reaction site. The
â-site substrate undergoes coordinated motions with theâ-â
hinge sites of the same subunit. The elements exhibiting the
strongest couplings to the substrate emerge asâ-â hinge
residuesâ77-â89 and â376-â379, irrespective of the
formation of an external aldimine (Figure 11b). These
undergo coordinated motions with the otherâ-â hinge sites
in the same subunit (Figure 10) and, to a moderate extent,
with the â-â hinge sites ofâ2. The motions of theâ-â
hinge sites are conveyed to theR-subunits through their
coupling to the COMM core. The intersubunit couplings with
the COMM core are strengthened in the presence of E-Trp.
Dashed lines are used in Figure 12 to indicate such substrate-
strengthened communications. This presents a picture of the
effects of the substrate causing the structure to become more
rigid which could improve the reaction control and increase
reaction efficiency. Likewise, we have seen, in results not
described here, that the effect of having a complete tetramer
compared to only a singleRâ dimer is an increase in the
overall rigidity of the structure. The type of allostery seen
here is consequently one in which the cooperativity within
the tetramer enhances the reactions in bothRâ dimers over
that of the separated dimers, simply through increased
rigidity.

It is interesting to speculate about how the product is
released. It appears that the substrate in theâ-site strengthens
the binding of the COMM core. The reaction at theâ-site is
strongly exothermic (46), and it is quite conceivable that the

local increase in effective temperature loosens most protein
contacts with the product, including those with the COMM
core. As a result, the COMM core could behave as in the
unliganded structure and become sufficiently loose to open
a path for the product to the exterior.

The activation of the COMM core induces the transmission
of conformational changes to theR-subunits. In fact, the
COMM core residues undergo highly coordinated motions
with R-â hinge residuesâ174-â179 of the same subunit
(Figure 11a). The latter are located on interfacial helixâH6
at the entrance of the hydrophobic tunnel. Among the other
elements at theR-â interface, the stretch of residuesâ18-
â44 (comprising helicesâH1 andâH2) is distinguished by
its strong correlation withâH6. We recall that helixâH1
plays a key role in the intersubunit communication between
the R-â hinge sites. It is in direct contact with loopRL2,
i.e., the R-subunit R-â hinge site which includes the
catalytically active residue Asp60. Together with its exten-
sion to embody succeeding helixâH2, âH1 seems to act as
a shaft transmitting the local conformational switches oc-
curring at the R-â interface into distant parts of the
â-subunits.

Alternative elements implicated in the pathway for reach-
ing theR-site from interfacial helixâH6 appear to be loop
RL6 comprising residuesR179-R183, or loopâL8 compris-
ing residuesâ277-â283 (not shown in the scheme of Figure
12 for clarity). The involvement of the latter appears to be
particularly important inasmuch as it includes residues
âTyr279 andâPhe280 that possibly act as molecular gates
for the opening and closing of the tunnel for indole
channeling.

CONCLUSION

The present analytical approach leads to the summary of
interactions depicted in Figure 12, for the communication
between the two reaction sites of the bifunctional enzyme.
Therein, certain structural elements, referred to as critical
loci (Table 2), play a key role in the transport of allosteric
effects.

This and other studies of the global dynamics of biomo-
lecular complexes reveal that the structural elements shown
to play a key role in processing the cooperative motions are
generally those regions highly constrained during the col-
lective motion of the system. In a sense, these elements are
rigidly embedded at fixed positions in space while the other
structural elements undergo collective fluctuations, hence
their identification asR-â or â-â hinge sites. This common
feature may have important implications for engineering
proteins with specific dynamics and function.

To fulfill their hinge-bending role, as related to function,
the key residues apparently satisfy a few requirements. (i)
They need to be positioned at, or closely coupled with, the
active sites. (ii) They need to possess a certain internal
freedom to permit a flexure at their center, or a rotation about
a certain axis. (iii) There should be a delicate packing of side
chains and ligands in their neighborhood, a balance of forces
maintained by cooperative interactions, such that the struc-
tural perturbations at these sites will not be localized but
instead propagated over relatively long-distance ranges across
the molecule. The latter two properties are automatically
satisfied when the key residues are located precisely at the
links between relatively stable, coherent building blocks,

FIGURE 12: Schematic view of the pathway of communication
between theR- andâ-reaction sites of the tetrameric enzyme. The
solid arrows refer to pairs of regions undergoing highly correlated
motions irrespective of substrate binding, and the dashed arrows
refer to those operating (or enhanced) only in the presence of
external aldimines bound to theâ-subunits. We distinguish the
critical role of â-subunitâ-â hinge residuesâ77-â89 andR-â
hinge residuesâ174-â179 in coordinating allosteric effects.
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subdomains, etc. The presently identifiedR-â and â-â
hinge sites indeed conform to these requirements. They
enclose the active site; they are located on an intersubunit
(R-â or â-â) interface or at an interdomain connection.
Most of them are located on loops, except for a few helical
sites which possibly act as molecular shafts permitting
rotational motions about their axes. These observations
suggest that catalytic sites are designed to be at regions
constrained in the global motion, being at the same time near
interfaces between subunits, or clefts between domains.

Another important implication relates to residue conserva-
tion. Mutations at the presently identified hinge sites are
likely to be consequential for disrupting the cooperativity
underlying the overall multifunctional catalytic activity of
the enzyme. We note that the COMM core residues, while
participating in the transmission of conformational motions,
could be tolerant to mutations, because they enjoy sufficient
flexibility. However, the sites subject to the most severe
constraints in the global mode, such as theR-â and/orâ-â
hinge sites, would be expected to be conserved from a
functional point of view. The stretch of residues LLHGG at
â80-â84 emerged here, in particular, as the most severely
constrained region of the tetramer. The fact that this region
is highly conserved is supportive of the expected relationship
between the critical role in the global mode and residue
conservation for functionally related processes.
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